Groote and Vaandrager introduced the tyft format, which is a congruence format for strong bisimulation equivalence. This article proposes additional syntactic requirements on the tyft format, extended with predicates, to obtain a precongruence format for language preorder.
Introduction
Structural operational semantics 20 is a popular method to provide formal languages, process algebras, and speci cation languages with an interpretation. It is based on the use of transition systems. Given a set of states, the transitions b e t ween these states are obtained inductively from a transition system speci cation TSS, which consists of transition rules. Validity of the positive premises of such a rule, under a certain substitution, implies validity of the conclusion of this rule under the same substitution. This article considers transition systems in which states are the closed terms generated by a single-sorted rst-order signature, and transitions are supplied with labels.
Labelled transition systems can b edistinguished by a wide range of b e h a vioural equivalences 12 , one of the coarsest of which is language equivalence. Two processes are language equivalent if they can terminate successfully with exactly the same sequences of actions. Language equivalence underlies the algebra of regular expressions initiated by Kleene 16 ; see for instance 10, 8 . In general, the language equivalence induced by a TSS is not a congruence, i.e., the equivalence class of a term fp 1 ; :::; p n need not b edetermined by the equivalence classes of its arguments p 1 ; :::; p n . Congruence is an important property, for instance, to t the equivalence into an axiomatic framework. Congruence proofs in operational semantics tend to b elong and technical, and are therefore often omitted. Congruence formats have b e e ndeveloped for a numb e rof b e h a vioural equivalences, rstly to avoid repetitive congruence proofs, secondly to explore the limits of sensible TSS de nitions. Groote and Vaandrager 15 introduced a congruence format for bisimulation equivalence called tyft tyxt, supplied with a well-foundedness criterion.
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Fokkink and van Glabbeek 9 showed that this well-foundedness criterion can b e omitted. Baeten and Verhoef 3 extended tyft tyxt with predicates, to obtain the path format.
This article introduces a syntactic format for TSSs, and it is shown that the language equivalence induced by a TSS in this format is always a congruence. The congruence format for language equivalence, called L cool, consists of the path format together with a numb e rof additional syntactic requirements. We distinguish b e t ween so-called`tame' and`wild' arguments of function symbols, and put restrictions on o ccurrences of`dangerous' variables in transition rules. A numb e rof counter-examples is given to show that all the syntactic restrictions of the L cool format are essential. Furthermore, it is explained how the L cool requirements can b everi ed e ciently by nding a suitable tame wild labelling. We focus on language preorder instead of equivalence, because this yields a more general precongruence result, and simpli es proofs.
Regular expressions are constructed from atomic constants, alternative composition, sequential composition, and the Kleene star. The axiomatizability of regular expressions modulo language equivalence has b e e ninvestigated in several articles. For example, Salomaa 21 and Kozen 17 presented complete axiomatizations. The fact that its operators preserve language equivalence is folklore; see for example 21, Theo. 1 and 1, Prop. 3.2 . We show as an example that the transition rules for regular expressions are L cool, so that the congruence property follows automatically. Furthermore, we show that the transition rules for ACP 5 and for recursion 11 are L cool.
In contrast with positive premises, negative premises of a transition rule have to b e invalid in order to imply the conclusion of the rule, under a certain substitution. The path format for bisimulation equivalence has been extended with negative premises; see 14, 22, 7 . However, negative premises do not combine well with language equivalence. For instance, the transition rules for the priority operator 2 , which include negative premises, do not preserve language equivalence. We show that a general congruence format for language equivalence cannot include negative premises.
Bloom 6 suggested congruence formats RBB cool and RWB cool for rooted branching and weak equivalence, respectively. Van Glabbeek 13 sketched congruence formats for ready simulation, ready trace, failure trace, and trace equivalence. The L cool format is incomparable with each of these formats. The transition relation induced by a TSS consists of all the closed transitions that are provable from the TSS. We note that each proof from a TSS of a closed transition can b etransformed into a proof in which all the labels are closed transitions, simply by substituting arbitrary closed terms for the variables in the labels of the original proof cf. 15, Lem. 3.3 .
Language Preorder
We assume a transition relation. A TSS is said to be in path format if it consists of path rules only. The syntactic restrictions of path are essential for congruence formats, which can b eseen for instance from the convincing examples that are provided in 15 . In the next section we provide additional requirements, to obtain a precongruence format for language preorder.
The following notion for transition rules originates from 15 .
De nition 2.9 The dependency graph of a set C of transitions is a directed graph, with the collection of variables V as vertices, and with as edges fhx; yi j x and y occur in the left-and right-hand side of some c 2 C, respectivelyg:
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The L Cool Format
Some of the terminology that is introduced in this section is inspired by 6 . We assume a signature , together with a labelling which labels the arguments of function symbols to b eeither tame or wild.
De nition case we proceed to test for a terminating trace of z. Alternatively, the test for a terminating trace of y can b edeferred to another rule, by incorporating y in the target of . Arguments of function symb o l sin the target that contain y as a subterm are marked`wild', to ensure that the test for a terminating trace of y is continued by some other rule. The non-existence of in nite forward paths in dependency graphs of premises ensures that this test will eventually terminate successfully.
The intuitions above are captured by the counter-examples in Section 3.3. A formal proof of Theorem 3.4 is presented in Section 3.4.
Construction of Tame Wild Labels
Assuming that a TSS T consists of a nite numb e rof rules, which each have nitely many premises, it is easy to verify whether the rules in T are path. Moreover, given a tame wild labelling of arguments of function symbols, it is easy to determine the dangerous variables of each rule in T, and to check whether each rule satis es in the output graph of the procedure above is red.
Counter-Examples
We give a string of examples of TSSs in the path format see De nition 2.8, to show that all syntactic restrictions of the L cool format are essential. In the rst three counter-examples, a and b are constants, f is a function symb o lof arity one with a tame argument, and the set of labels of transitions is fa; dg.
Negative premises of the form t a ! = in a transition rule express that the conclusion of the rule only holds if t cannot do any a-transitions. See 14, 22, 7 how to give meaning to TSSs with negative premises, and how the congruence format for bisimulation equivalence extends to such a setting. It is well-known that it is hazardous to combine negative premises and language preorder. For example, the priority operator 2 , which is de ned by means of negative premises, does not preserve language preorder. We give a simpler counter-example, showing that one cannot hope to extend the L cool format with negative premises. The following counter-example shows that the L cool format cannot allow an innite forward chain of edges in the dependency graph of the premises of a transition rule. The following counter-example shows that the L cool format must enforce that each dangerous variable occurs as the left-hand side of a premise or in the target. Table 1 , whereby the`ranges over the set of atomic actions. Note that its transition rules are all in the path format see De nition 2.8. The procedure in Section 3.2 calculates the following tame wild labelling: the rst argument of sequential composition is wild, and b o t harguments of alternative composition and the second argument of sequential composition are tame. The TSS in Table 1 We assume three constants a, b, and c, a function symb o lf of arity one with a tame argument, and a set of labels fa; b; c; dg. It is easy to see that ab+c ' L ab + ac, because in BPA both terms have terminating traces ab and ac.
The following counter-example shows that the L cool format cannot allow a dangerous variable to b ethe left-hand side of two premises. The following counter-example shows that the L cool format cannot allow multiple occurrences of the same dangerous variable in the target. Example 3.9 Let g be a function symbol of arity two with both arguments wild.
Suppose that we extend BPA with two transition rules The following counter-example shows that the L cool format cannot allow a dangerous variable to occur both as the left-hand side of a premise and in the target. 
Proof of the Precongruence Theorem
The following notions for transition rules originate from 15 .
De nition 3.12 A transition rule is well-founded if the dependency graph see Definition 2.9 of its set of premises does not contain an in nite backward chain of edges.
A variable in a transition rule is free if it does not occur in the right-hand sides of the premises nor in the source of the rule.
A transition rule is pure if it is well-founded and does not contain free variables. A TSS is pure if all its rules are. We construct from a rule 0 in T 0 as follows. For each j 2 J, if the dependency graph of the premises of contains an in nite backward path from y j , then we replace all occurrences of y j in by y j . In this case the L cool format ensures that t j = y j 0 for some j 0 2 J, and that the dependency graph of the premises of contains an in nite backward path from y j 0, so then t j is replaced by t j . Moreover, we replace free variables z in by z. The resulting rule 0 is a substitution instance of , so it is provable from T. We remove each premise t j b j ! y j from 0 . Since these transitions are provable from T, the resulting rule 00 is provable from T as well.
Since is L cool, it is not hard to see that the same holds for 00 owing to the fact that x 1 ; :::; x arf have not b e e nreplaced by their -instances. Furthermore, 00 is well-founded and does not contain free variables, so it is pure. Hence, 00 2 T 0 . Since the -instances of the premises of 00 are provable from T 0 , and since the -instance of the conclusion of 00 yields t a ! t 0 , it follows that T 0`t a ! t 0 . 2
Now we are in a position to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We prove that the language preorder induced by an L cool TSS T is a precongruence. According to Lemma 3.13 we can assume that T is pure. Let R b ethe least relation on T P T that satis es: 3. if tRS 0 and S 0 S 1 , then tRS 1 . We want to show that R is fully de ned by the rst option in its de nition, because this will imply that L is a precongruence.
We proceed to prove two statements. Note that statement B depends on the fact that the second argument of relation R is a set of terms. 2 Ls 0 where T`s a ! s 0 . Hence, by the rst option in the de nition of R, t 0 Rfs 0 j 9 s 2 S T`s a ! s 0 g. Furthermore, it is easy to see that statement B holds if tRS satis es the third option in the de nition of R. Namely, suppose that tRS 0 and S 0 S 1 . We can assume by induction that we already proved statement B for tRS 0 , that is, tRfs 0 j 9 s 2 S 0 T`s a ! s 0 g. So since S 0 S 1 , the third option in the de nition of R yields tRfs 0 j 9 s 2 S 1 T`s a ! s 0 g. We focus on the case where tRS satis es the second option in the de nition of R. Summarizing, let t k RS k for k = 1; :::; arf and jS k j = 1 for tame arguments k of f; we show that if T`ft 1 ; :::; t arf There exists a rule in T and a substitution : V ! T such that theinstances of the premises of are provable from T by a proof shorter than , and the -instance of the conclusion of yields ft 1 ; :::; t arf De ne a mapping : var ! P T by: -x k = S k for k = 1; :::; arf; -for j 2 J, if z is de ned for all z 2 varv j , then y j = fv 0 j 9 z 2 z for all z 2 varv j , and T`v j b j ! v 0 g: Since is pure, z is thus de ned for all z 2 var , and since is path, this de nition is unambiguous. For terms t with vart var we use the abbreviation 2. if j zj 6 = 1 for some z 2 vart, then z only occurs at w-nested positions in t; then tR t.
Proof. We apply induction on the structure of t. If t is a variable, then tR t follows immediately from the rst requirement of the lemma.
Let t = gt 1 ; :::; t arg . If j zj 6 = 1 for some z 2 vart, then the second requirement of the lemma ensures that z only o c c u r sat w-nested positions in the t k . So induction yields t k R t k for k = 1; :::; arf. Furthermore, for tame arguments k of g, the second requirement of the lemma imposes that j t k j = 1, because each variable in t k occurs at a position in t that is not w-nested. Hence, by the second option in the de nition of R we have tR t. 2 Lemma 3.15 zR z for all z 2 var .
Proof. Since is path and does not contain free variables, we can distinguish two cases for z.
1. z = x k for some k 2 f1; :::; arfg. x k = t k and x k = S k , and by assumption t k RS k . 2. z = y j for some j 2 J.
Since is well-founded, we can assume that we already proved z 0 R z 0 for all z 0 2 varv j . Furthermore, if j z 0 j 6 = 1 for some z 0 2 varv j then z 0 is a dangerous variable for ; then the L cool format enforces that v j = z 0 , so that z 0 occurs at a w-nested position in v j . Hence, Lemma 3.14 yields v j R v j . We prove this by extending each such to a mapping : var ! T , where z 2 z for z 2 var , and the -instances of the premises of provable from T. If r is a closed term, then we need to nd one such .
We de ne as follows, whereby z 2 z for all z 2 var . -x k 2 S k for tame arguments k of f. Since jS k j = 1 for such k, this de nition is unambiguous.
-If z is a dangerous variable for that occurs in r, then z = z.
-Suppose that u i is a dangerous variable for , for some i 2 I. According to We apply statements A and B to prove statement C, which says that R is fully de ned by the rst option in its de nition. C. If tRS, then for each 2 Lt there is an s 2 S such that 2 Ls.
Proof. We apply induction on the length of .
-Suppose that = a, so T`t Kleene 16 introduced the binary Kleene star s t, which from an operational p o i n t of view repeatedly executes s, until it executes t, after which it terminates. Regular expressions 10, 8 are built from the binary Kleene star together with the operators in BPA as described in Section 3.3: a set of atomic actions, alternative composition, and sequential composition. Regular expressions can also include two special constants 0 and 1, which we do not take into account for the sake of simplicity; the 1 would require a reformulation of the transition rules for BPA in Table 1 . The behaviour of the binary Kleene star is captured by the four transition rules in Table 2 . Recall that if we take the rst argument of sequential composition to b ewild, and b o t harguments of alternative composition and the second argument of sequential composition to b e tame, then the transition rules for BPA are L cool. Moreover, if we take b o t h arguments of the binary Kleene star to b etame, then the four transition rules in Table 2 are also L cool. The path restrictions are easily checked. In the second rule, the dangerous variable y occurs in a wild argument of the target, and not in the left-hand side of the premise. In the fourth rule, the dangerous variable y is the target, and does not o c c u rin the left-hand side of the premise. 
Communication
Let A represent a collection of atomic actions. The merge skt 18 executes its two arguments in parallel. If s or t can execute an action a, then skt can also execute a. Moreover, there is a communication function : A A ! A, and if s and t can execute actions a and b, respectively, then skt can execute a; b. The special constant does not display any behaviour, and the encapsulation operator @ H t for collections H A obstructs actions of t that are in H, by renaming them into .
The precise b e h a viour of the merge and encapsulation is described by their transition rules in Table 3 . These transition rules are all L cool, if we take both arguments of the merge and the argument of encapsulation to b ewild. The path restrictions are easily checked. For each transition rule, its variables are all dangerous, and they occur either as the left-hand side of a premise, or as the target, or in a wild argument of the target. The algebra of communicating processes ACP 5 is obtained by adding , the merge and encapsulation to BPA. In fact, ACP also incorporates two auxiliary operators left and communication merge, which enable to axiomatize the merge. We have left these operators out, in order to keep the example simple. Their transition rules, however, are also L cool. Corollary 4.2 Language preorder is a precongruence with respect to ACP.
Recursion
Given a signature , a recursive speci cation E is a nite set of equations fX i = t i j i = 1; :::; ng, where the X i are recursion variables, and the t i are in T, with possible occurrences of recursion variables. Intuitively, the syntactic construct hX jEi denotes a solution of X with respect to E. The precise meaning of this construct is given by the transition rules for recursion in Table 4 , which originate from 11 .
The expression E in these transition rules represents a recursive speci cation, which contains an equation X = t. Furthermore, htjE i denotes the term t with occurrences of recursion variables Y replaced by hY jEi. If we consider the expressions hX jEi to b econstants, then the two transition rules in Table 4 are L cool. The path restrictions are easily checked. In the second rule, the dangerous variable y is the target, and does not occur in the left-hand side of the premise. 
